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For resolution is the Motion for Reconsideration dated
March 10, 2017 filed by accused Adulfo A. Llagas./7 _
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1Sitting as a special member per Administrative Order No. 22~ tted July 26, 2016; signatory to the
assailed Resolution
2 pp. 708-715, Record, Vol. II
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In his subject motion for reconsideration, accused Llagas
assails the Court's Resolution promulgated on February 7,
2017, which denied his motion to quash Information and
dismiss the case on the ground of violation of his right to
speedy disposition of cases. He argues that the
Ombudsman's justification that there is a need for the
approving authority to review the case; hence, it took four (4)
years to resolve the case and file the Information, is simply
unbelievable and incredible. He argues that the Court cannot
just disregard the ruling in People vs. Sandiganbayan3 where
the Supreme Court upheld the accused's right to speedy trial.
Insofar as his motion to quash is concerned, accused Llagas
claims that the Court failed to rule on the merit of the said
motion to quash. He maintains that he is not included in the
Notice of Disallowance as among those liable for the
questioned transaction and that the allegation of conspiracy is
outrageous purportedly because he has no actual participation
in the offense charged.4

In its Comment/Opposition dated April 3, 2017, the
prosecution claims that the arguments raised by accused
Llagas are mere rehash of the arguments in his omnibus
motion which were already passed upon by the Court. It
claims that the chronology of incidents surrounding the
conduct of preliminary investigation in this case does not
amount to unreasonable or oppressive delay. It further claims
that the ruling in People vs. Sandiganbayan does not apply to
accused Llagas' case because the attendant circumstances
therein are not present in this case. The prosecution further
argues that contrary to accused Llagas' claim, a reading of the
assailed Resolution reveals that the Court addressed the
issues raised by accused Llagas in his motion to quash.5

The Court finds subject motion for reconsideration bereft

Ofmerif? i'
3712 eRA 359 (2013)
4 at pp. 2-4; pp. 709-711, Record, Vol. II
5 pp. 747-761, Record, Vol. II
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To be sure, the issue on the alleged inordinate delay had
been thoroughly considered and passed upon by the Court in
its assailed Resolution. This Court, citing its Resolution
promulgated on September 21, 2016, which denied his co-accused
Leonides Plaza's motion to dismiss on the ground of violation of the
right to speedy disposition of cases, held:6

The accused-movants raise the following issues:
the alleged non-existence of probable cause, the alleged
violation of the accused-movants' right to speedy
disposition of cases, the absence of conspiracy, the
absence of the elements of Section 3(e) of R.A.No. 3019
and whether the mere act of signing the POs and DVs
constitutes a violation of Section 3(e)of R.A.No. 3019.

To be sure, the said issues had been extensively
discussed by the Court in its Resolution promulgated on
September 21, 2016, which denied their co-accused
Leonides Plaza's motion to dismiss on the ground of
violation of the right to speedy disposition of cases and
for judicial determination of probable cause. While the
said resolution involved accused Plaza only, the Court's
findings are equally applicable to herein accused-
movants considering that they are all being charged
under the same facts and circumstances. This Court
held:7

First. The concept of speedy
disposition is relative or flexible. A mere
mathematical reckoning of the time involved
is not sufficient. It is consistent with delays
and depends upon the circumstances. What
the Constitution prohibits are unreasonable,
arbitrary and oppressive delays which render
rights nugatory. Thus, the fact that it took

_____ th_e_o_f_fi_c_e_ofthe Ombudsman almost five~ 'YI; .
6 at pp. 4-14, Resolution promulgated on February 7,2017; pp. 594-599, Record, Vol. II; citations ~itted
7 pp. 4-12, Resolution promulgated on September 21,2016; pp. 402-410, Record, Vol. II
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years to resolve accused Plaza's case and file
the corresponding Information does not, by
itself, automatically establish that accused
Plaza's right to speedy disposition of cases
had been violated.

In the determination of whether or not
the right to a "speedy trial" has been
violated, certain factors may be considered
and balanced against each other. These are
length of delay, reason for the delay,
assertion of the right or failure to assert it,
and prejudice caused by the delay.

These cases are part of the P728
million fertilizer scam where the Task Force
Abono, Field Investigation Office (TFA-FIO)
initially conducted an investigation of fifteen
(15) respondents. As pointed out by the
prosecution, the voluminous documents, the
number of accused involved and the several
levels of review, should be considered in
resolving the complaint. The prosecution
further enumerates the following chronology
of incidents to allegedly "dispel the
impression of delay" in the resolution of
these cases:

1. On 11 April 2011, the
Task Force Abono, Field
Investigation Office, Office of the
Ombudsman, as the nominal
complainant hereto filed a
complaint. It must be noted that
said complaint includes several
annexes and several respondents,
namely:

11. On 5 August 2011, after
evaluation of the complaint and
finding enough basis to proceed
with the preliminary investigation,
the respondents were required to file
their respective counter-affida~ ,
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111. On 2 and 16 September
2011, accused Plaza filed a Motion
for Extension of Time to File
Counter-Affidavit. It is worth (sic) to
emphasize that the other
respondents also filed their
respective Motions for Extension of
Time to File Counter-Affidavits.

iv. On 10 October 2011,
accused Plaza filed her counter-
affidavit. The other respondents also
filed their respective counter-
affidavits sometime in 2011.

v. On 26 June 2015, the
Office of the Ombudsman issued a
Resolution dated September 3,
2013, finding probable cause to
indict herein accused Plaza together
with the other accused for violation
of Section 3(e) in relation to Section
3(g) of Republic Act No. 3019
otherwise known as the Anti-Graft
and Corrupt Practices Act.

vi. On 8 October 2015,
accused Plaza filed a Motion for
Reconsideration of the 3 September
2013 Ombudsman Resolution.

vii. On 11 March 2016,
the Ombudsman issued an Order
denying accused Plaza'a motion for
reconsideration. Subsequently,
informations were filed on 2 May
2016, before the Sandiganbayan.

Considering the above cited reasons
and the chronology of incidents, the Court
finds that there was no unreasonable or
oppressive delay to speak of in the conduct
of the preliminary investigation. The delay
was reasonable being part of the ordinary

process ofjUSti/'i~ ) .
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Further, in factoring prejudice caused
by the delay in the determination of violation
of the right to speedy disposition of cases,
prejudice should be assessed in the light of
the interest of the defendant that the speedy
trial was designed to protect, namely: to
prevent oppressive pre-trial incarceration; to
minimize anxiety and concerns of the
accused to trial; and to limit the possibility
that his defense will be impaired. Of these,
the most serious is the last, because the
inability of a defendant adequately to
prepare his case skews the fairness of the
entire system. There is also prejudice if the
defense witnesses are unable to recall
accurately the events of the distant past.
Even if the accused is not imprisoned prior
to trial, he is still disadvantaged by
restraints on his liberty and by living under
a cloud of anxiety, suspicion and often,
hostility. His financial resources may be
drained, his association is curtailed, and he
is subjected to public obloquy.

Here, accused Plaza failed to establish
any serious prejudice which she suffered
because of the "delay" in the resolution of
her cases.

Finally, accused Plaza's reliance on the
Tatad case is misplaced. In Tatad, the
Supreme Court ruled that the delay of
almost three (3) years in the conduct of
preliminary investigation was tantamount to
a violation of the accused's rights to due
process and to a speedy disposition of his
cases. In arriving at said declaration, the
Supreme Court considered the following
peculiar circumstance: "political motivations
played a vital role in activating and
propelling the prosecutorial process;" there
was a· departure from the established
procedurein conducti'dreliffi/7 y' .
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investigation and the Issues involved were
simple.

To be sure, the aforementioned
circumstances in Tatad justifying the
dismissal of the case against Tatad are not
attendant to these cases.

Anent accused Satorre, et al.'s reliance on the
Coscolluela case in support of their argument that
there was a violation of their right to speedy disposition
of cases, suffice it to state that the attendant
circumstances in the Coscolluela case are not present
in this case. Thus, the ruling therein does not apply
here.

The Supreme Court teaches that the concept of
speedy disposition is relative or flexible. A mere
mathematical reckoning of the time involved is not
sufficient. Particular regard must be taken of the
facts and circumstances peculiar to each case. For
this reason, a balancing test of applying societal
interests and the rights of the accused necessarily
compels the court to approach speedy trial cases on an
ad hoc basis.

As can be gleaned from the record of this case,
there were fifteen (15) respondents initially and there
are voluminous documents. Moreover, the prosecution
enumerates the "chronology of incidents that ensued
prior to and from the date the initiatory pleading was
filed""to dispel the impression of delay:"

The above circumstances show that the
proceedings before the Office of the Ombudsman was
not attended by any vexatious, capncIOus, and
oppressive delays. If some measure of delay was
entailed, it is attributable to the ordinary :ess~.
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justice, i.e. the case was studied if there is basis to
proceed with the preliminary investigation, accused-
movants were given time to file their counter-affidavit
and the case was thoroughly studied. After the finding
of probable cause, accused-movants filed a motion for
reconsideration which required another study by the
prosecution.

Clearly, accused-movants cannot claim a violation
of their right to speedy disposition of cases. Also, the
Court reiterates its earlier finding that probable cause
exists for the issuance of warrant of arrest against
accused-movants, along with the other accused.

Likewise, accused Llagas' motion to quash was anchored
on the following grounds: (1) he was not a signatory to the
abstract of proposal that led to the procurement of the
questioned transaction; (2)he was not among the officials held
liable and accountable by the Commission on Audit [COAlin
its notice of disallowance involving the same transaction; (3)
his signature appearing on the purchase order [PO],
disbursement vouchers [DVs] and checks were done in the
ordinary course of his duty; and (4)conspiracy was not alleged
in the complaint-affidavit.

These grounds are matters of defense which the Court
had likewise discussed in its assailed Resolution:

Accused Plaza, however, insists that there is no
evidence that she conspired with her co-accused; that
her act of signing the PR, PO, abstract of canvass and
DV does not amount to "manifest partiality, evident bad
faith or gross inexcusable negligence" because she did
not participate in the canvass and selection process;
and that element of "undue injury" is not present in this
case because her acts of requesting the release of funds
from the DA and executing the MOA are not illegal or
irregular. Citing Arias vs. Sandiganbayan, she argues
that granting that she participated in the approval of

/lV' ~
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the procurement, she acted in good faith when she
relied on the findings of her subordinates; hence, she
could not be held liable for violation of Section 3(g) of
R. A. No. 3019.

Accused Plaza's claims are matters of defense and
are evidentiary in nature. It is best left for the court to
resolve after a full-blown trial on the merits.

Indeed, the validity and merits of a party's defense
and accusation, as well as admissibility of testimonies
and evidence, are better ventilated during trial proper
than at the preliminary investigation level. A finding of
probable cause does not ensure a conviction or a
conclusive finding of guilt beyond reasonable doubt. The
allegations adduced by the prosecution will be put to
test in a full-blown trial in which evidence shall be
analyzed, weighed, given credence or disproved.

At any rate, accused Plaza's claim that her act of
signing the PO and approving the canvass cannot be
construed as an act of conspiring with the other
accused is a matter of defense. The truth of these can
be best passed upon after a full-blown trial. In Nava vs.
Commission on Audit, the Supreme Court declared:

Petitioner's argument that he could not be
indicted for violation of Section 3(g) of RA3019,
because he acted in good faith when he
approved the disbursement voucher, purchase
order, invitation to bid and signed the checks
after the same had been processed by his
subordinates, are evidentiary in nature and are
matters of defense, the truth of which can be
best passed upon after a full-blown trial on the
merits. A preliminary investigation is conducted
for the purpose of determining whether a crime
has been committed, and whether there is
probable cause to believe that the accused is
guilty thereof and should be held for trial. It is
not the occa$ion for full and exhaustive display
ofthe parties'evidence;it is forthe presen//
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of such evidence only as may engender a well-
grounded belief that an offense has been
committed and that the accused is probably
guilty thereof.

Finally, an audit disallowance may not necessarily result in
the imposition of disciplinary sanctions or criminal prosecution of
the responsible persons. Conversely, therefore, an administrative or
criminal case may prosper even without an audit disallowance.8
The criminal case filed before the Office of the Ombudsman is
distinct and separate from the proceedings on the disallowance
before the COA.9 Thus, the fact that accused Llagas was not
included in the Noticeof Disallowance is not a ground to quash the
Information.

WHEREFORE, the Court DENIES the Motion for
Reconsideration dated March 10,2017 filed by accused Adulfo
A. Llagas for lack of merit and for being pro forma.

SO ORDERED.
Quezon City, Metro Manila

~~M~JE-TA
/ Presiding Justice

Chairperson

PESES
te Justice

8 Cambe vs. Office of the Ombudsman, G.R. Nos. 212014-15, etc., December 6,2016
9 Reyna vs. Commission on Audit, 642 SeRA 210 (2011)


